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Welcome
Parents!

Sophomores accept
their bids today. Official
pledging begins next
Sunday night. Watch
closely freshmen, it
might be you next year.
A nd besides, as the
picture shows, pledging
isn't all bad.

Myrin "hires" $20,000
security guard
By ANTHONY FIORE

lations assistant Brian Scarborough,
with no apparent fear of losing his
The word on the streets is there's job to Model 1355's twin sensing
a better chance of getting an Uzzie panels. These two electronic narcs
on a DC I 0 than sneaking a book are situated perpendicular to the
o~t of the Myrin Library. I'd even plane ofthe exit doors, and spaced
give smuggling drugs out of Turkey . to create a walk-way out of the
the odds over pilfered material building.
gett.ing past the Tattle-Tape DeAccording to Scarborough, any
tectlOn System Model 1355 Sensing item which hasn't been recorded
U nit. That's the full nam,e of the as borrowed will set off a "beep~r"
new security system which library as it passes between the panels. At
authorities hope will end the illegal the sound of the beeper, a metal
removal of Myrin's resources.
"I think it's great," says circu- swing-gate which is installed at the

OJ The Grizzly

Kane Evaluates
Alcohol Policy
Early this week, Dean of Student Life J. Houghton Kane sent a
letter to student organization representatives who attended the
opening meeting held to discuss
the new regulations governing the
use of alcohol on campus.
In the letter, Kane assessed the
progress of the new regulations to
date and wrote, "Looking at the
situation as an administrator, the
first few weeks of the semester
have gone well." He added, "Since
noise levels are one significant key
to the new regulations, it is gratifying to see that, in the main, students are being more conscious of
noise."
Kane said the Alpha Phi Epsilon
toga party held in Reimert on
Wednesday, Sept. 3 was intended
to be a test of whether a large
group of people could gather and
remain within the "regular hours"
requirement allowing a normal
person in that residence hall to
study.
"While the officers of APEs and
the RA on duty worked very hard
to control the noise, the event
simply was too noisy," Kane said.

"There seems no doubt but what
gatherings of any significant , size
during "regular hours" will result
in violations of college regulations,"he added.
According to Kane, another difficulty during the first few weeks
involved the storage of an "empty"
keg on campus. Theoretically, he
wrote, the keg had been tapped,
the beer consumed elsewhere, but
the empty keg was brought into a
resident hall on campus and stored
until it could be returned to the
distributor. Kane wrote that this
was an obvious enforcement problem, raising serious questions as to
whether or not the keg had been
tapped on or off campus. Even a
small amount of beer in a keg
would be a violation, he informed.
"The only way to avoid suspicion
and disciplinary action is to be sure
that no containers of alcohol larger
than one gallon are brought on
campus," he said.
Kane intends to communicate
periodically through the year with
student organization representatives
in efforts of continuously evaluating the new alcohol policy and its
restrictions.

Myrin has detection system installed.

end of the walk-way locks in the
closed position. Escape becomes
impossible, and the suspect is
checked for contraband materials.
Scarborough labeled such an experience as a "good deterent."
Security at its finest for just
under $20,000 and library authorities hope to see a return on this
investment when results are obtained in the next annual inventory.
Each year a section of the library's 145,000 volume collection
is checked. This year, out of the
books acquired between 19791983, a total of 187 volumes were
missing. It costs the college $22 to
replace each book, and $10 to
process each replacement. The administration feels that over the
next five years the use of Model
1355 will have decreased the
amount of missing materials, as
well as released money which can
by used to purchase new resources.
It has been assured that the use
of the new system is not in any way
meant to impugn the character of
the Ursin us student body. Mr.
Charles Jamison, the head of library
circulations, maintains that this is
an "honest campus, by and large,"
and that Myrin's patrons do not
consist solely of Ursin us' students.
Tattle-Tape is simply the first visible
sign of a three year renovation
made possible by a $750,000 grant.
By 1989 there will be both interior
and exterior changes for the Myrin
Library. Hopefully, one will be an
increase in the amount of books at
the students' disposal.
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Going a
Uttle Haywire
Today is sorority bid day. After all the rushing, encouraging, worrying, and crying is put aside, the pledge
classes of 1986 will begin their antics this afternoon .
Besides aU the noisellconfusion, and embarrassment that
pledging inv~riably brings, it's also supposed to bring unity
among the pledges and the sorority, right? Hopefully, this
does happen. But what, exactly does pledging (guys pledging, too) do to this campus?
For those who wanted to pledge a sorority and didn't get
bids-essentially those who were turned down for not
socializing enough or whatever it is one does to get a
bid-these next three weeks are torture. It's a hell some are
forced to endure, and endure with smiles on their faces.
There's bound to be unhappy people on campus.
And what about the unity of the campus? Forget it.
People get cross-rushed, are fought over and there is
friction between groups. That's O.K. to an extent, but
who's there to curb the battle?
Don 't get me wrong. I'm a grand supporter of Greek life
on campus. In fact, I think it's the only way to have a decent
social life here.
But from what I've seen, some people carry their
allegiance to their frat or sorority too far. Some seem to
forget that'we're all here together as Ursinus students first
and members or non-members of Greek life secondly.
When a guy can't get a beer from a frat's party simply
because he's in another frat , something has gone a little
haywire.
_
Let's hope that this year's pledge classes will keep things
in perspective, and won't feel it necessary to continue the
traditions of having rival frats and sororities.
Editorial Staff

LETTER POLICY
Letters must be typed and no more than 300
words. Name and telephone numb~r are required for verifi.c ation purposes. Letters should
be deposited in the Grizzly mail box in Corson
.sas~ent by 7 p.m. Monday. The Grizzly
reserves t~ right to edit all letters. Requests
for anonymity will be considered I:ty the
editorial board.

Majestically
.Situated?
Dear Editor:
Let's think about beautification.
There's a real problem with all
these beer cans and bottles, right?
The college is fighting the physical
deterioration of the campus, and
rightly so.
Now let's think about the new
piece of art on the College Union
lawn. It's ridiculously and outrageously out of place. Red and
blue? It's totally out of the color
scheme of the campus.

My "hey" echoes
Dear Editor:
"Was God created for heaven?
Or was heaven created for God?" I
wondered (I am using "I" because
I refuse to write my thoughts in the
third person) as I entered (there are
few things more absurd than expecting me to write my own
thoughts as though they were
someone else's) Ursinus's chapel
one dusty afternoon. "Is God home?
HEY!" My "hey" echoes throughout the precious interior ... spiraling
and Incapsulatlng shards of
crayola-karma light, dust and universally unknown specksseemingly sucked straw-like in the
light-meeting the warm, tearjoyful faces of windows so colorful,
and as fragrant and flavored as
only one (main) thing ... did crosschallenge my taken senses",If men
could only love other men as much
as men love God (where ever
She/He is) ... how could men cope
with so much honesty?
c.A. Conrad

It reminds me of the jungle where that "The Temple;' fits in
gyms in the park in Dillsbury, PA. perfectly with the landscape, but
There's always kids climbing all it's definitely not Ursinus College.
over it.
This letter is not meant to insult
Signed,
the artist. I'm sure there is someSore Eyes

••••••••••••••••••
Only at Ursinus • • •
•

•

•
••• does the cafeteria serve "Mex• ican Pizza."
• ••• was an entire dormitory complex
• built without resorting to wood.
• .•• is there reserved seating in the
• cafeteria.

•
•
•
•
•
•

••••••••••••••••••

Frankly Speaking

ht~1i?htL

--------------------------~~~

WE'RE TR'iING
To CLEAf.J O\Jl

/Af ROOM
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£, CREATIVE MEDIA SERVICES

Box 5955

Berkeley, Ca. 94705
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We in formal higher education
for convenience create pigeon holes
and stuff certain subject matter
inlo them and work up methods of
studying that subject matter. We
call these pigeon holes disciplines.
Students who concentrate in a
discipline say they are "majors" in
the discipline. This system of
pigeon-holing makes sense. We
cannot grasp all things rationally
all at once. We have to look at the
world a bit at a time under certain
constraints and rules, from a certain
angle.
To get a broad view of the
world, students at a college such as
Ursinus, while digging deeply into
one pigeon hole-their major-, poke
around in others. We like to think
that this poking process will acquaint students with several ways
of thinking about the world, each
useful and all interactive and mutually supportive. Behind the pigeon
holes, most of us want to believe
there is a seamless whole. We
want to believe that all our insights
connect to a common ground.
This may be an unprovable assumption. But most of us make it,
in one way or anQther.

When you get to the pigeon
hole of the fine arts, something is
really different. Here, the process
of making a painting.or a sculpture
just does not seem like the process
of writing an analytical paper in,
say, economics. Yet teachers of
fine arts will insist, I think, that
they too are helping students to
come to grips with the world, no
less than teachers of economics.
They too are trying to touch that
seamless whole behind all the compartments. What's going on in that
pigeon hole that makes it seem so
different?
Many years ago, Scott Buchanan,
a co-founder of the Great Books
program, wrote a little book,
"Poetry and Mathematics." In it
he tried to explain the difference
between poetry (which stands for
the fine arts) and math. "Math," he
wrote, "is analytic, seeing wholes
as systems of relations; poetry is
synthetic, seeing wholes as simple
qualities."
To mathematicians, the base of
a cone is an element in relationship
with other elements in the cone.
To poets, it is a circular form that
arouses an emotional relationshi
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with themselves.
Both relationships are part of
the experience of a human being in
an accessible world. Both help
elucidate, help explain, help justify,
help harmonize.
One of my most unusual friends
is Ernest Robson, an 83-year-old
writer. He majored in chemistry at
Amherst many years ago and
worked as a scientist. He also has
written much experimental poetry.
Just recently he published his latest
book, "Freedom, Cannibalism,
Creative Love and the Value of
Cosmic Nonsense." Robson has
poked in many pigeon holes in his
long and creative life, as his title
suggests. But he has never allowed
one of the pigeon holes to occupy
his attention exclusively. He long
ago decided that poetry (that is, the
fine arts) was as necessary to his
quest for insight as his college
major, chemistry.
I encourage you to go to Fetterolf
House this weekend or next week
and open yourself to the special
properties of the fine arts. The
exhibition is provocative and stimulating and merits the interest of
each and every serious student on
the campus.

Election Results rJfa

~
% of voters

1987
PRESIDENT - Chris De Santis
VICE PRESIDENT - Lori Marion
SECRETARY - Hema Parikh
TREASURER - Bob Russell

in each class
52/252

1988
PRESIDENT - Lynn Edwards
VICE PRESIDENT - Lisa Gilmore
SECRETARY - Tricia Messina
TREASURER - Don Lodge

112/321

1989
PRESIDENT - Brian Finger
VICE PRESIDENT - Matt Darrin
SECRETARY - Keith Miller
TREASURER - Mark Lesh

118/323

1990
PRESIDENT - Marc Carcanague
VICE PRESIDENT - Brian Bartholomew
SECRETARY - Lisa Kelly
TREASURER - Jennifer Robinson
REPRESENT ATIVES - Megan Hamilton
Mike Gould

~'I~
President

135/295

.....•.....................................................•...•...•.....•.•...........•..........................
•••
••
•••
•

,

..

•••
•
••

,.

Spring Meadows Farms
Country Market
Hopwood Rd. Collegeville, Pa. 489 - 1282

* HOMEMADE ICE CREAM

(Over 60 Flavors)

* FRESH BAKED WAFFLE CONES PLUS:

Pies
Breads
Cinnamon Buns
TRY A

Pastries
Cheesecakes
Crossaints

Brownies
Cupcakes
Muffins

SANDWICH MADE ON OVR FRESH BAKED HOMEMADE BREADS
Hoagies:
Sandwiches:
Salads:
Italian
Ham & Cheese
Crab
Regular
Roast Beef
Shrimp
Ham
Corned Beef
Seafood
Turkey
Bologna & Cheese
Tortellini
Iloast Beef
Egg Salad
Veg. Pasta
Chicken
Chicken Salad
T omato.Pepper
Etc.
Etc.
Etc.

VISIT OUR NEW DELI AND SANDWICH SHOP /
This Week's Deli Specials Are:
Clearfield American Cheese
$1.79 lb.
TI'Y a light lunch:
Hatfield Cooked Ham
$2.59 lb.
Also othel' homemade
Stuffed tomatoes
Beef Bologna
$1.99 lb.
salads a"ailable:
•
:
:
:
:

Chicken Salad
Egg
Shrimp
Cl'ab
Seafood

I Call 489 • 1282 for fast ser"ice I
.

.

Ham & Cheese Cl'ossaints
Chef Salads
Soups
Chili
Hot Sandwiches

,

........•..........................................................................................................
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COLLEGEVILLE

ZACK'S PLACE
SPECIALS
Sept. 26 - Oct. 2

. PIZZAHU'~

1986 - 87

;aut

College Special I
MONDAY

FRI. - 2 Hotdogs with
Chips
MON. - Chicken Nuggets
with Fries
TUES. - Steak on Pita
with mayo, lettuce
and tomato
WED. - Roast Beef Hoagie
with Chips
THURS. - Grilled Tuna
with cheese and Chips

SATURDAY

11 :00 - 4:00 PM Buy one personal pan
pizza get one free with college 1.0.

Specials from 4 p.m. - Close
Monday - 20% off entire meal
Tuesday - free toppings
With Ursinus student 1.0.

Student Health Hints

AU students should make sure they are covered on their parent's insurance policy in case of an
accident where hospitalization or other medical expenses are involved
-have hospitalization numbers handy
-some companies tend to r.emove a child from their parents' policy after turning 18. Urge your
parents to check each year to insure coverage.
In order for bills to be paid, students must fill out insurance forms in the Student Health Center.
All students are responsible for their own doctor and hospital bills.
Inquire about the special illness clause in the college's coverage.
The college's sports' insurance policy provides secondary coverage for medical expenses
incurred due to injury while participating in intercollegiate athletics
-personal insurance numbers and home address should be given to the hospital, physicians office
or medical facility at the time of treatment to be reimbursed.
-if your parents' insurance company refuses payment or will only make partial payment you
should apply for benefits under the sports insurance plan for athletic injuries.
-the following is the address of the athletic insurance policy for Ursinus students:
Massachusetts Indemnity & Life Insur. Co.
National Student Services, Inc.
208 Old Lancaster Road
Devon, P A 19333
Direct uestions or concerns to the Student Health Center 489-4111 ext. 2412

HARTLINES
By Lora Hart
Grizzly Columnist
I looked at my watch. It read the
exact same time as the clock on the
wall above the professor's head. I
sighed. 11 :08. I tapped my foot
and shifted papers on the desk
before me. Writing the date on the
first line in my notebook, I hoped
to waste atleast a minute or two. I
checked my watch and was chagrinned to find it only 11:09. As I
gazed intently at the professor
scribbling stuff on the chalkboard,
I scrawled "ISN'T THIS CLASS
OVER YETI!?" on a sheet and
shoved it towards my ftiend Denise,
who was in the adjacent chair. She
read it, giggled and whispered,
"NOPE!" passing the note back as

she spoke. 11: 14. Thirty six minutes
to go until the end of class.
Exchanging my gum for a new
piece, I sat figuring in my head.
Exactly thirty-six minutes ago it
was 10:39 and I was struggling
with my stockings. Not that long
ago. I could make it. Speaking of
stockings, I could feel mine slowly
sliding down my thighs, hoping to
bind my kneecaps together so I fell
over when I tried to walk. 11: 18.
Reaching down to my calves, I
slowly started inching my stockings
up to my" thighs, where they belonged. As I scrunched around in
my seat, trying to get the damn
things centered right, Denise asked
in a stage whisper, "What ARE
you doing?" "Fixing my stockings,"
I stage whispered back. She asked,
"Did you ever try paying attention
in class? You could get something
from it!" "Really?" I mumbled,
my head under the desk to make
sure I hadn't put a nail through my
stocking "Like what?"
11 :24. Still restless, I gazed
around the room, studying the
people around me, Out of the
corner of my eye, I caught one of
the prettiest girls in the sophomore
class sliding glasses on to her absolutely perfect nose. I whacked
Denise in the ribs, "Look," I whispered, pointing as she turned indignant eyes toward me, "She had
a flaw!" "There is a God, afterall,"
Denise murmured as we gazed in
astonishment and thankfulness.
11 :30. I started figuring again.
In twenty minutes we would be ...
OUT OF CLASS, happily, I tuned

See Hanlines P9
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Against Franklin & Marshall
By JOSEPH F. PIRRO
Of The Grizzly
There are a limitless number of
words to describe an Opening Day
loss, especially when the final score
is 44-12.
A few for starters- embarrassing
upsetting, disastrous- were some
of those uttered by the Ursinus
College players and coaches after
Saturday's lopsided Centennial
Conference loss to host Franklin
and Marshall.
In an offensive outburst, the
F&M Diplomats rolled for 240 of
their 263 total yards in the second
half to break open the game. They
had held a 14-0 halftime lead on
two scores in the first eight minutes
of action at Williamson Field.
But it wasn't only the Diplomat's
offense that evened their season
record at I-I and extended their
historical humbling of Ursinus to
15 wins in the last 16 meetings.
Bear mistakes handed F&M two
quick touchdowns. But after a
second quarter that was fairly
error-free, miscues reared their ugly
heads again in the second half.
"Coming out at halftime, I still
thought we were in a football
game," said Ursinus coach Sterling
Brown, who watched 12 new starters
~ play like the inexperienced troops
they were. "Then we started to
make every mistake you can make
in a whole season."
Just six minutes into the game
freshman punter Chris Blass reached
down for a low snap and allowed
his knee to touch the ground,
ending the play right there and
giving F&M the ball at the Ursinus
nine. Two plays later, quarterback
John Travagline went over from
. the one.
Two plays after the ensuing
kickoff, F&M defensive end Mike
Corbo poked the ball out of
quarterback Cliff Repeti's hands
and Steve Ragland recovered at
.the Ursinus 21. Moments later,
Travagline hit Brad Bate with the
first of his two touchdown passes,
this one covering 23 yards.
But for the rest of the half, the
Ursinus defense stood firm, led by
junior tackle Dave Bodolus, a St.
Pius graduate who had two sacks
.and spent most of his time in
:J'ravagl!l}e's shirt. The bears held

,

P~ge
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Lady Bears
Fight to 2 - 2

By JILL THEURER
Of The Grizzly
The Lady Bears improved their
field hockey record to 2-2 this past
week handing losses to Lehigh and
Drexel by scores of 4-3 and 1-0,
respectively.
On Saturday, U.c. faced Lehigh
in a game that ended in double
overtime. Lehigh shocked Ursinus,
scoring three consecutive goals
within the initial eight minutes of
the game. However, the Lady Bears
fought back and ended the first
half, 3-1 with one driven in by
junior Jill Johnson.
The Ursinus women continued
their fight in the second half as
goals were notched by Ginny Migliore and Johnson once again. The
game continued in overtime in
..ho es of break in the 3-3 deadlock

but neither team was successful.
Finally, captain Beth Bingamen
fired in the game-winning goal just
four minutes into the second ten
minute overtime.
The squad also faced Drexel
this week. JoAnn Schoenherr shot
one past the opponents' goal defender in the second half but the
game was far from being over at
that point. With just four minutes
left the game was interrupted by a
severe thunder and lightning storm.
Because the officials would not let
the two teams resume the game, it
was continued the following day.
Ursinus was able to control Drexel's
offense and hold them off therefore
winning the contest with Schoenherr's previous goal from the day
before.

See Hockey P7

Booters Jump to 4 - 1
At halftime it was close at 14 - O. "Then we started to make every
mistake you can make in a whole season" - Sterling Brown

By TOM BROWN
Of The Grizzly
This week the soccer team upped
its record to 4-1 by recording their
second and third consecutive shutouts. On Saturday the Bears defeated Franklin & Marshall 3-0
and on Wednesday U.c. edged
Albright 1-0.
Saturday's game was the home
opener for Ursinus and also the
first game on the Bears new field.
U.c. looked right at home on the
new field, thoroughly dominating

a highly touted F&M squad. Sophomore Dennis Quinn opened the
scoring about midway through the
first half when he neatly tucked a
pass from Kerry Keeney in the
back of the net for his first goal of
the season. About ten minutes
later, freshman Scott McCartney
launched a 25 yard rocket off the
post and into the net to give the
Bears a 2-0 lead at halftime. About
20 minutes into the second half,
Keeney added another stripe to his

F&M to three first downs at the With nine minutes left in the game,
half and just 43 yards in total he engineered a lO-play, 68-yard
drive for the Bears' first score,
offense.
But on offense, the Bears got no rolling out right and cutting back
closer than the F&M 35, and that 13 yards into the end zone. Then
came after a John Haurin inter- on the last play of the game, he hit
ception at midfield a few seconds high school teammate John Hodge
before intermission.
with a pretty 29-yard touchdown
Early in the second half, F&M strike.
took over at its own 45 following a
There was no real turning point,"
See Soccer P7
26-yard punt by Blass. Travagline said Brown.
capped a lO-play drive with a 31- ...-------------------;....;;...---.;..------;.;..;;.;.;~..;.;......
yard scoring 'pass to Dale Amos.
And the mistakes kept on coming.
Late in the period, the Diplomats
recovered a fumble on the Ursinus Sat. 27 Football vs. Western Maryland* (Home-Parents Day) •••••••••••••• 2 p.m.
Field hockey vs. Amezican University (Home) •••••••••••••••••••• l p.m.
41, setting up a 13-yard touchdown
Soccer vs. Drew (Home) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Noon
run by holder Mike DeBerdine on
Volleyball at Elizabethtown Tournament (E'town, Pa.) •••••••••••••• TBA
a perfectly executed fake field goal.

SPORTS WATCH

Men's cross country vs. Phila. Pharmacy and MCCC (Home) •••••••• 2 p.m.

Women's cross country at Dickinson Elite Meet (Carlisle, Pa.) •• l p.m.
After a safety-Blass watched a
punt snap sail over his head- the
Diplomats made it 37-0 early in Mon. 29 Volleyball at Cabrini (Radnor, Pa.) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 7 p.m.
the final period after recovering a
fumble by backup quarterback Tue. 30 Field hockey vs. Temple {Home) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 3:30 p.m •
Kevin Parker on the Ursinus nine. OCTOBER
But Parker, a freshman from
Cardinal O'Hara, came roaring Wed. I Soccer at Scranton (Scranton, Pa.) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 4 p.m.
back to provide the Bears with
more than a glimmer of hope for Thu. 2 Field hockey vs. Lock Haven (Home) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 3 p.m.
the future.
Volleyball vs. Moravian* (Home) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 6:30 p.m.
Brown inserted Parker in the
third quarter after Repetti, a soph- FrL 3 Soccer at Johns Hopkins* (Baltimore, I1d.) •••••••••••••••••••••• 7 p.m.
omore ~king his frrst varsity snaps,
gave up his third interception.

~------------------------------------------~
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Grizzly
Captains

Stats
Football

John Haurin
(5'-11" , 172)

PLAYERS OF THE WEEK
Offense :

!:!;!;!I~.~~::;.:~ ~~.:~~:.(::~:!:,~'~!::~. 2~;PI .

26.

~ ... r tl\. on' at [ ... tI ,.burl (Sa t .)

Punlr.lla' "UI nh.all u

"Iuh1ll'nb.ra (Su.

RON BONGO (Ge ttysburg).
The sen i or QB th r ew fo r
128 ya r d s a nd two TOs ,
and ran for 65 yards on
10 car r ie s i n a 34-7 win
ov e r Western l1ary l and_

John Haurin, a senior out of Dlr k lllI0ol t tAo r, . t , vn (S.at .,
Archbishop Wood High and ChurchDefense: I1IKE COR BO (F & 11 ).
The senior de f _ end had
ville, Pa., has been elected defensive
''''''pj(f
two sacks and caused a
........................................
captain ofthe 1986 Ursinus college
f umble, sett i ng up a TO,
football team.
in 44-1 2 rout of Urs i nus.
Haurin, a 5-11 , I 72-pound free
safety, was chosen one of three r..II'
. ....
,", ,, "
, 0
rr .. kU • • ''I n,,.11
h
U
captains along with two offensive " ~lr""" ,.
,,0 "
"
, ,
,IZ "'""
,
players, center Rich Alercio of
• I
"
Vul .,.. ..... ,., h...t
c.
LEBANON VALLEY INVITATIONAL
Toms River, N.J . and running
Saturday, Sept . 13
back Russ Perry of Shrewsbury,
Top 5 Ursinus l1en
N.J.
RESULTS OF SEPT. 13
Haurin helped Wood go 10-2 in
Albright 17. 1I • • tern Ha ry1aDd 0
Nike Griffin
4th
25 : 45
Ge ttysburg 36, Delavare Va lley 0
hisjunior year and win the Catholic
Dean Lent
16 t h
27 :02
SuaquehaoDA 1 7, Muhlenberg 7
Rob
Hac
ker
19
t
h
27:
12
Raodolph-Hacoo 41, Svarthaore 13
North regular-season crown. In his
Jim Doyle
Juniata 21, Franklin & Mar.hall 11
27 th
27: 28
final season (1982), he made
Vince Les kusky
n nd
27: 37
second-team all-Catholic League
To~ 4 Urs inu s Women
and second-team all-area. He also
RESULTS OF SEPT. 20
ranked 41st academically in a class
Sue Haux
Svarthaore 13. Johns Hopk1ns J
8 th
19:51
Getty.burg 34, Western Maryland 7
Kristin Vo lk
of 260 and won the Parents Associ24 t h
20:54
Huhleobers 6, Dlck.in8oD 0
Nary
Ma
c
Donald
35th
21
:39
PraDkHD & Harehall 44, UniDue 12
ation A ward.
Judy Span gle r
37th
21 :48
At
Ursinus,
Haurin
is
a
dean'sOhio and Ball State in Indiana, ' she list student majoring in economics L.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...
F\l '" "--,

' 1t

Jo .....

""p~I ...

I'nl ... .
tll d . ' ...... ..

u.!1

.

S· " HS·U

.

..

)

)

v - Ball

Trauger Sweeps
Up Her Opponents
By JOSEPH F. PIRRO
Of The Grizzly

opted for the college down the road
_ In November - about 2.6 miles from home .
l'
I She remembered , "It was a
C II'
1983, Ursl~us 0 ege s na Ion a - IS-hour ride, and 7'12 hours out that
ly-ranked field hockey squad (14-3-3 way I realized I wasn 't going to be
~at ~son) e~ged No~heastem 4-3 going there (Ball State) ... I got
m. ~ple ov~rtlme to wm the ECAC back home and my acceptance letDIVISion I tl~le.
ter to Ursinus was in the mailbox.
The followmg fall, ~he L~dy Bears "I've lived here all my life, but I
(ranked 13th) went Just as fa.r but never thought I'd go to school here
f~ll to host Boston Colle~e 3-0 10 the (Ursinus) ," she added.
fmals . Both years, Taml Trauger, a "Being close to home is worth
1983 graduate of Perkio~en Valley clean clothes and free meals ... I
High and a former . first team can't imagine it any other way ...
All-Bux-Mont defenSive player, It's convenient."
Although Ursinus is a Division III
watched. .
In 1?S6, all eyes will stare at ~er, school with just over 1,200 students,
espe.clall.y t~ose of All-Amencan the hockey team competes on the
goalie Mia Fields.
Division I level. Under legendary
Senior Trauger, a lifetime !rappe coach Eleanor Snell (1931-71), the
resi~ent and the only retuml?g de- Lady Bears went undefeated in the
fenslve starter for Adele B~yd s 1986 SOs, 60s and 70s twelve times and
team, moves from her right back had 14 seasons with just one loss.
slot of .a year ago to sweeper. Th~re Trauger figures to be the key deshe will a~t as a ty~e of bedSide fensively if the winning tradition is
nurse to Fields, keepmg the. ,:-a~y to continue and surpass 1985's 13-6-1
~ear !let free of the OpposltlOn s record, Ursinus finishing as the
slckenmg goa~s .
..
.
15th-ranked team in the country.
. ~fter endurmg a wa!tmg .h~t . tra- At Ursinus, where athletics have
dmonally associated. With Dlvlslon I traditionally taken a back seat to
tea~.s, Trau~er . gamed · a startl~g academics, Trauger said, "It's a
position her Junior year: .S.h~ said choice to compete and play."
about her new responslblhtles as
sweeper, "If it gets past me, then "Sometimes, I'll have two tests to
it's over . . . It's a one on one."
study for and two hours of practice
Boyd has given the defensive con- on the same day . .. I come home
troIs to the former PV Lady Viking and I'm exhausted."
who will attempt to establish a steel The Lady Bears have placed in
curtain barracade Moses couldn't the nation's top-20 poll ten of the last
split.
twelve. years without benefit of
"I like it, it's a challenge," she scholarship players. "There's not
said. "At right back, I could be one player on jayvee or varsity who
more offensive, but now I have to doesn't have a decent amount of
. skill," said Trauger.
think and h~lp everybody."
At Perk 10m en Valley, capt~un
"Scoring has never been importTrauger played sweepe~, dustmg ant to me," she said. "I just can't
enough opponents her semor year to see myself as an offensive player
lead her team to a fourth place fin- .. . They're hyper, jumpy, agish in state finals at Shippensburg. gressive" she said explaining that
She was named the school's top her swe~per role d~mands a steady
female athlete.
patience - waiting for the rubber
She said she's the o~ly active ball to come her way . "In any sport,
player from that team 10 college I've always been defensive mindsports, a dozen some odd years after ed."
she first broke into athletics when
After spraining an ankle early in
she "was the only girl the boys preseason, Trauger is healthy and
would let play kickball ."
optimistic. "If our last . two tourGIven scholarship offers from naments are any mdlcatlOn of how
Division I Kent State University in we'll play, I think we 'll do well."
.

and the school record-holder for
tackles in a game with 17 against
nationally ranked Gettysburg in
1984.

Blowing the Call

Last year he piled up 68 tackles,
fourth'best on the team, and helped
the Bears go 5-4 for their first

By Vince Leskusky

winning season since 1972. (Of
the fourlosses, one came on a field
goal with 24 seconds to go, another
on a touchdown and two-point
conversion with 11 seconds left,
and a third on a missed two-point
try in the closing minutes.)
Haurin is also the only nonbachelor on the roster. He married
a fellow Ursinus student last year
and became a father this summer.

p
Russ erry
(6' -1", 190)

Russ Perry, a senior out of Red
Bank Regional High and Shrewsbury, N.J., has been elected offensive co-captain of the 1986 Ursinus
College football team along with
Rich Alercio, ajunior from Toms
River North High.
Perry, a 6-1, 190-pound running
back, started every game last year
and gained 349 yards on III
carries as Ursinus went 5-4 for its
first winning record since 1972.
He also hauled in 16 passes for 153
yards.
In consecutive weeks last year,
P h d ~ 64
d
.
er~y rus e or
yar s agamst
natIOnally ranked Gettysburg
(featuring the No. 2 defense in
Division III) scored twice against
Muhlenberg ~nd then tied a school
.
record With three touchdowns
against Washington & Lee.
After sitting out his freshman year
with an old high school injury,
See Caplains P7

I

Of the Grizzly

The 1985 NFC Championship Game. Game Six of the 1985
World Series. Two arguments for the use of the instant replay.
The Monday night Broncos - Steelers game. The Dolphins - Jets
game of Week 3. Two cases insisting on the refinement of replay
usage.
The blown call on the lateral/halfback pass received much
attention. While ruled an illegal forward pass, the officials in the
replay booth deemed it legal, based on the monitor's irrefuta~le
evidence. But the Broncos had executed a play before the overruhng
could reach the field. It was an egregious mistake, yes, but the ultimate
outcome was not effected; the Broncos even covered the spread.
Although Bronco coach Reeves went bezerk, the incident was
excused as a "one time only" error due to uncertainty with the system.
Sunday in OT, Woody Bennett of the Dolphins jarred the ball
from Jet kick returner, Mike Harper. Mike Kozlowski pounced on it
to give the Dolphins possession deep in Jet territory. Marino and
company trotted onto the field, only to have to return in bewilderment
to the sidelines. Harper was down. No fumble.
For whatever reason, the onfield officials didn't ask for help on
their indecisiveness from upstairs. As in the Bronco game, the replay
officials were unable to relay their reversal to the field in time. The
play stood and the Jets drove on to win.
This is inexcusable after the Bronco charade. Sure, Shula could've
called time-out. After all, you can't lose a game in OT if the clock
expires. But should it be the coach's job to officiate? Why didn't the
confused officials ask for help? Were they afraid to lengthen a play-off
influencing game by a few minutes? The Pats-Jets game was delayed
on a meaningless three yard reception on a third and fifteen reception
to allow a review.
Obviously a few changes need to be made. Some suggestions. First,
if any official believes a call could be wrong and the replay could be of
use, he should request a replay. Second, like in the USFL (all $3 of it),
permit each team a request to the replay per half. If the replay upholds
the call, a time-out would be charged. Third, if the booth official
suspects a missed, correctable call he should buzz the field to allow
time for a review.
The replay rule was intended to be a step forward, an effort to
prevent a Game Six 1980 Stanley Cup situation from occurring.
Instead, it now offers an even more excruciating way to lose-in slow
motion with Merlin Olson saying, "He literally fumbled it. The
Official just blew the calL"
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Roving Reporter:
Compiled by Christine White and Tricia Curry

G
English
Junior
Sophomore
No way, ace. What's the diffpr,~nt:·Pi No, because people are more deterifyou carry your beer in a can or mined to have a good time.
cup?

Athlete of
the Week:
Gwen O'Donohue
Freshman Gwen O'Donohue, a
former standout at Egg Harbor
Township (N.J.) High, has been
named Ursin us Colleg~ Athlete of
the Week after taking her second
gold medal and second meet record
in a college cross-country career
exactly two meets old.
O'Donohue led Ursinus to victory
over 10 other schools in the Baptist
Bible Invitational Sept. 20 in Clarks
Summit, Pa., winning the threemile race in 19 minutes, 21
seconds-2: 12 under the old meet
record and I :37 faster than the
course mark.
Two weeks before, the 5-1 native
of Mays Landing launched her
college career by winning the Philadelphia Metro Meet and leading
Ursinus to the team title. The
Bears, in only their second year as
a program, relied on three freshmen
and three sophomores in climbing
Jrom eighth and last in 1985.
O'Donohue covered the 2.9 mile
Philly Metro course in 18: 12.5,
knocking almost two seconds off
the old meet record as the suddenly
formidable Bears turned in a nearblanket 1-3-4 finish and set a team
mark of 32 points.
"With Gwen here at Ursinus,"
"aid coach Bob Shoudt, "we've
laid the foundation for our new
cross-country and track programs.
We feel that her success will help
attract other outstanding women."
At Egg Harbor, O'Donohue led
the cross-country team to three
Cape-Atlantic League crowns and
won league track titles at 1,600
and 3.200 meters.
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Do you feel the social life has suffered since
the enforcement of the "No Kegs" policy? If
so, how?
Photos by Renee Lutz

Simons
Psychology
Sophomore
I don 't know because I study all
weekend

Captains from P6
Perry became a part-time starter in
1984 and won a full-time job in
'85.

Rich Alercio
(5' -9", 190)
Alercio, a 5-9, 190-pound center,
also won a starting job last year,
helping all-league running back
Joe Sawyers set the Ursinus season
scoring mark and the career rushing
record. Alercio becomes one of the
few junior captains in team history.
Of their four defeats in 1985,
the Bears lost one game on a field
goal with 24 seconds to go, another
on a touchdown and two-point
conversion with II seconds left,
and a third on a failed two-point
try in the closing minutes.

Economics
Senior
Not yet, but when we run out of Yes, because it makes parties
money it will. And everyone will expensive, and it's a pain to
have to start charging.
cheap beer.

Hockey from P5
So far this season four varsity
team members have been successful
in scoring. They are Johnson (3),
Schoenherr (2), Migliore (2), and
Bingamen (I).
The Lady Bears continue their
schedule with a contest here tomorrow against American University
at I p.m. Next week both varsity
and J. V. take on Temple and Lock
Helkfn

Soccer from P5
assist leg when he beautifully fed
Rob Walder, who -didn't have to
break stride to finish off the ~coring
and F &M. Once again the defense
was outstanding, led by seniors
Brad Young and Jim Barnes. Junior
Brigg Backer and freshman Mike
Misher also had fine games in
defense. Junior Chris Hoover turned

in one of his finest performances in
midfield. Coach Walt Manning
said, "This certainly wasn't the
same team we had on Tuesday,"
referring to the Bears lackluster
performance against Western
Maryland.
Against Albright, U.C. needed a
fortuit<lus bounce to overcome the
Lions. After a sloppy first half, the
score stood at 0-0. Ten minutes
into the seconp half, Hoover shot
from 25 yards, the ball hit a clump
of grass and bounced high over the
Albright goalkeeper who had committed himself to the balls original
direction.
Tomorrow the Bears look to go
5-1 as the host the Rangers of
Drew University. Game time is
12:00 p.m.

Mmffimffimmmm
lY\/Y\mmmlY\lY\fV\
McDonald's
222 W. Main St.
*********~********
Collegeville i Free Fries -:
STEAKS. SEAFOOD. VEAL

the best in American cuisine
LUNCH - TUES. THRU FRI. FROM 11:30
DINNER - TUES. THRU SAT. FROM 4:30
SUNDAY BRUNCH - 11:30 to 2:00

Hours 6 a.m. to
11 p.m.
Friday and Sat.
6 a.m. to 12 p.m.

t

* With Purchase:*
:+
*
: Of Sandwich :
*
*
!And Soft Drink:
:* u. C. coupon . i*
******************
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Frankly
Speaking.
on Movies
By Frank Everett Columnist Jor The Grizzly
Like many people, I find the cool, dark recesses of an airconditioned movie theater more appealing in the summer. U nfortunately, the air-conditioning often turns out to be the highlig~t of the
cinematic experience. This summer proved to be no exceptIOn. For
those of you who w.e stuck in summer school or in some remote
shore town without a movie theater, here's what you missed.
This has been a year of transition for several young actors,
including Tom Cruise. His first adult role in the highly successful Top
Gun laid to rest any doubts that he could shed his high school boy
image. Top Gun cast Cruise as a cocky Naval fighter pilot and
contained some of the most exciting flight sequences ever filmed. Add
to this a solid performance by the beautiful Kelly McGillis and you've
got this summer's closest thing to a smash hit.
.
Two other members of the "Brat Pack" attempted theu first
grown-up portrayals in About Last Night, based on David ~amet's
play, "Sexual Perversity in Chicago." Rob Lowe and Dem) Moore
established an excellent rapport that was wasted in this watered-down
version of the play about singles looking for love in the big city. Lowe
and Moore proved, at least, that they deserved better.
Matthew Broderick showed us that he can still playa seventeenyear-old, which is no small task considering his twenty-five years. In
Ferris Bueller's Day OJf, John H,ughes showed us a typical day in the
life of an atypical high school senior as he played hooky all over
Chicago. Broderick's performance made the movie worth seeing, but
Hughes' first endeavor without Molly Ringwald needed help in the
last half-hour.
The funniest movie of the summer teamed Bette Midler and Danny
Devito as a nouveau riche California couple in Ruthless People.
Much of the humor was pure raunch, but I loved every minute. The
soundtrack, which included tunes by The Rolling Stones and Billy
Joel, helped give this film its hip, trendy style.
We saw two excellent roles for women this summer, and Meryl
Streep played neither one. First, a strong performance was given by
Segourney Weaver in Aliens. Sequels rarely match the quality of the
original film, but Aliens was a welcome exception to the rule. Weaver
is definitely a woman to be reckoned with. By far the most
suspenseful and scariest film of the summer, A liens was also one of the
few box office successes.
: More recently, Farrah Fawcett recreated her stage role as a rape
victim who turns the tables on her attacker 10 }.·xtremities. Fawcett
has..come a long way since her blonde bubble-head days on television,
which she proved almost two years ago in The Burning Bed. Her
work in Extremities was astonishing and could win her an Oscar
nomination. Hopefully, her next role will allow her to display her
talents without being brutally beaten.
Prince tried to recapture his success on film with, Under the Cherry
Moon, which never approached the electricity of Purple Rain. The
long-awaited Under the Cherry Moon was shot in black-and-white
and filmed entirely on location in Southern France; but the movie was
a mess from the opening credits. The music from the film was
incredible. Buy the soundtrack album, Parade, but skip the movie.
Finally, two of Hollywood's biggest names were paired in
Heartburn. Jack Nicholson and Meryl Streep played roles loosely
based on Watergate reporter, Carl Bernstein, and food writer, Nora
Ephron. Nicholson and Streep were perfect, as always, but the film
seemed to lack some of the book's humor, which is surprising
considering that Ephron wrote the screenplay as well as the book. The
sometimes autobiographical account of a doomed marriage was
worth seeing, if only for the Streep-Nicholson match.
Most major studios have reported profitable summers, despite the
lack of blockbuster films. The are several upcoming fall films of
interest, including Molly Ringwald in The -Pickup Artist, Woo pie
Goldberg in Jumpin' Jack Flash, and Paul Newman and Tom Cruise
in a sequel to Newman's, The Hustler. Hopefully, these films will give
us more to talk about than this summer's offerings.
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Bio Head Makes
Small Move from
Dean's Office to
Laboratories

PARENTS' DAY
September 27,1986
Schedule of Events
9:00 am- Alumni Parents' Reception
10:00 am

Wismer Parents'
Lounge

10:00 am- Registration
College Union
12:00 Noon Academic Department Display.;
Meet the Faculty
Locations will
Exhibits/ Lab Demonstrations be posted
10:00 am- Fetterolf House Art Exhibit
5:00p.m

Fetterolf House

10:30 am- Mini-Lecture: Frestunen
11:00 am Advising Program

Wismer 007

11:30- Mini-Lecture: International
12:00 Noon Education: The Musser Hall
Experience

Bomberger 120

Noon Soccer vs. Drew University
11 :45-1 :30 p.rn. Buffet Luncheon
Tickets may be purchased al
regislration for $5.00 per
person/ studenl free with ID.
Noon-2:00 p.rn. .\1liS.'>er Hall Open House
1:00 p.m Field Hockey vs. American
University

Soccer Field
Wismer Hall
Dining Room

Musser Hall
Effie Brant
Evans Field

1:00 p.m- Dessert Reception in the
2:00 p.m Residential Village. Tour
Musser Hall and see the Art
Exhibit in Fetterolf House

By MARIA D' ARCANGELO

OJ The Grizzly
Although Dr. Peter Small isn't
completely divorced from his former
job as Assistant Dean, he has been
appointed Chairman of the Biology
Department.
Dr. Small has many plans for
the Biology Department. Right
now, biology as a science is chang-,
ing, and he plans to change the'
department with it. Part of Ursin us'
"Patterns for the Future" fundraising
See Small PI2

Tim Ail
becomes new
food director
This summer, after receiving the
Outstanding Manager A ward from
the Wood Company, former
Ursinus food director Tom Glick
took a similar managerial job at
Wood's Mont Clair State food
program in Allentown, Pa. Glick's
replacement, Tim Ail, has had
experience in food management at
Cheyney University in Cheyney,
Pa. and at Drexel University.

2:00 p.rn. Football vs. Western Maryland Football Field
Men'sCrossCountryvs. MCC&
Philadelphia Pharmacy
Victory Celebration immedi·
ately following the game hosted
by the Parents' Committee and
the Alumni As.sociation
3:00p.m "A Taste of French Culture"

Musser Hall

Reception sponsored by
LeCercle Francais
4:30 p.rn. Take Your Student to Dinner
Wismer Hall Dining Room is
openfrom4:30p.m - 5:45p.m
(cash at the door) or consult
your "lists for Campus Visitors"
brochure for infonnation on
local restaurants.
7:00 p.m. Around the World ...
An Evening in the Union
A sampling of desserts from
different cultures and entertainment with an international flair,
and the opportunity to mingle
with parents, students, and
members of the Parents'
Committee.

9:00 p.m.

Movie: The Color Purple
Wismer Auditorium

College Union

Although realizing that his job
often entails enduring the complaints and gibes of disgruntled
faculty and students, Ail hopes to
achieve his goal of serving good
food in a clean environment. Concerning his relations with the people
he serves, Ail said, "I am a firm
believer in communication. With
open minds, I think the students,
faculty and I can come to a compromise that we all can live with.
We all have to realize that this is an
institutional setting and that there
is a framework within which this
food service has to work."
With him, Ail has brought the
idea of what he calls "monotony
breakers." Off-hours specials such
as a late night pancake festival are
planned. By keeping students informed about such specialS and
having an "open door policy" to
suggestions, Ail expects to adequately fill the shoes of his well
recognized predecessor.
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Harrlines cont. from P4
into the professor for the next
eight minutes. thinking I should
take some notes. J I :38. My pro.;:1. ~-:~, 1?"! MARZELLA'S PIZZA
fessor was droning on about fre5th Avenue and Main Street
quency distribution (BIG YAWN).
Denise, now bored herself, said
STEAKS - ZEPS - STROMBOLI
in a loud tone, "At the bong, the
·',.r ,. - ~
time will now be II :40. I 0 minutes
:~ . Tue. - Wed. - Thur. - Fri. - Sat.
Sunday
left to class. BONG!" Once more, I
11 :00 - 11 :00
12:00 - 11 :00
switched gum. Two freshman girls
Monday Evenings
behind me were chattering on
3:00 - 10:00
about their weekend and their new
scopes. I turned around to glare at
them. What if I was trying to pay
(~SS~SSi;s1~;SS~SSS$~SSi;s1~;SS~SSSSSS~SSi;s1~ attention?!? II :42. Eight m~nutes
Telephone: 489-4946

:' ;~""_~I·J.
I

:,

.":i:~

Collegeville, Po.

.
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~~ 10% Discount

~

489-7842

IDA'S
Beauty Salon

Mitzy
450 Main Street
Collegeville, PA 19426

Tues . - Wed . 9 to 5
Thurs . - Fri. 9 to 9
Saturday 8:30 to 3:30

ROAD SERVICE

FIRESTONE:
TIRES

SCHRADER1S AMOCO

left to class. I recopied my page of
460 MAIN ST
notes onto a a new sheet of paper.
COLLEGEVILLE. PA
II :45. Five minutes left to class.
I
As lacked u m note book
489·9987
p
P y
, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . _ •••
See Harrlines/nexr page

( Vrsinus' Literary Magazine)
accepts poetry, prose, b/w photos, b/w
artwork, plays, satire, etc., etc., etc.!!! $50
goes to the creator 0/ our two-color cover/ To
the creators 0/ the best b/w artwork and short
story will go $25 each!
Place contributions in the Red Box--Myrin/
Deadline: October 25th.
::::::: :: :::SSSSSSSSSSSSS555SS5SSSSSSSSSSSSSSS

OPARTCLASS
MATRICULATION
MATHEMATICSBOOK
ASSESS
TEENSY
STIRS
ALS
AREAL
SEES
ENOLA
ISLE
EDS
EXACERBATE
SPAR
DION
CAVALCADES
VIT
HUME
THIEL
BEDE
ABANG
YLD
MUSED
RINGOS
WANT
D
ASIANUNIVERSITY
L
E
LLE
E
CITIZENKANE

........,

STATE
INSPECTION

-

Collegeville Shopping Center
489 - 4003
Mon. thru Sat.
11 - 10
Sunday 11 - 8

Special Discounts
to ALL College
Personel & Students!

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Bridge Shop
Take out Beer
International Brands
Six Packs to Go

AND RESTAURANT
"The Oldest. New Hotel in the USA"
In continuous operation for food & lodging since 1701

Beau~Pa~onRoo~

Serving Dinner Every
Evening Til 11:00 PM
Friday and Saturday til 12
Fantastic Sunday Brunch!
For Only $6.50!

Plus-Gifts, Baked
Goods, and Frozen
Dinners from our
Special Menu

Tavern
Serving Appetizers
Til 1:00AM
Great Atmosphere
Uve Music on Thursday
Friday & Saturday Nites
/.'
'1'

Breakfast at the Bridge
Starting at 7:30 Mon.-Fri.
Saturday Breakfast Buffet
8 -11 AM

"
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S.RF Deli/SRF Video

933-0364

John Lauer

Wg[XJ~® 1I!l~~'jJ'1

512 Lincoln Ave. (side entrance)
Phoenixville, PA 19460
Haircutting By Appointment

Here's the Scoop
Con£.1. - ~hak£.l. - ~undaH - g[oah

Welcome Ursinus Parents!
Give your hard
worker a special
treat. At Here's the
Scoop, we provide
that much appreciated break from
institutional food.

Homemade Soups
Sandwiches
Salads
Daily Specials
Homemade Pies

454 Mal-n St \ 489

1060
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Bar/lines from P9

Denise was saying, "BONG, the
time is now 11:45." Five minutes
San~wlches - Steaks - Hoagies
ago I was recopying my notes in
my notebook. I watched the little
Eat In / Take out
hand on the clock go around.
Large Screen Video In Dining Room
11 :47. Denise was mumbling
something about lunch. I was
3801 Ridge Pike
Open 7 days/week checking my skirt for lint balls. As
Collegeville, PA
489-4090 I was examining my nail polish for
L;;.';;;'~';';';;':';';:~";"';"------------~"'" possible flaws, I heard my professor
say, "so the test on Wednesday
will cover everything up to Chapter
ERNIE SETTANNI
II." 11:49. Once more, I wacked
Denise in the ribs. "Hey!" I whispered. "Can I borrow your notes
tonight?" She glared at me as we
filed the classroom.
I looked at my watch. It read the
Flowers - Plants - Gifts
exact same time as the clock on the
wall above the professors head. I
sighed. 1:37. I tapped my foot and
12 1 51 4 89 442 1
376 0 Germanto w n Pike
shifted papers on the desk before
' 2! 512656656
CollegeVille , PA 19 4 26
me. Writing the date on the first
h--h---k----k-:-C----~-t line in my notebook, I hoped to
waste atleast a minute or two ...
Authors note: Don't you hate those
beautiful, sunny fall days when
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you're stuck in class and you'd
rather be anywhere else doing
anything else like gossiping with
friends, sunbathing on Paisley Beach
or golfing???????
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• Pre Season Tune up Special $19.95
• New Cross Country and
Downhill seasonal
.Visa
ski rentals
• Master Card

Route 29 • Perkiomenville
(215) 234-8800

• American Express

Lay-A-Way Now

and

Save!

Monday- Friday llam-9pm
Saturday 9am· 6pm
Closed Sunday

The article, written by Margaret
Anne Gallagher, Yale '82, deals
with an incident which occurred
this past spring at the Yale Divinity
School. Briefly stated, the Yale
Political Union debated a resolution
that "CIA dicsrimination against
homosexuals is justified." A graduate student at the Divinity School
placed one of the advertisements
op his dorm room door. Another
Specializin!P'in: •
Divinity student, the head of the
University's lesbian coalition, told
him to take it down, informing
For quick pick-up
&
him that it was offensive and a
form of sexual harassment. The
CALL
Dean of the Divinity School agreed
with the woman, and made the
"offen~ing" student take the poster
&
off the door.
Collegevi
lie
Shop
pi
ng
Center
A second student, a Senior more
L-_ _...;;..._ _ _ _...;.,;.......,;_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...... perturbed by the violation of free

PIZZA
ST~O" p O~EN 7 DAYS
IQI lunch & dinner

crHE

Pizza
(Regular Sicilian)
Strombolis

.489.6225

Steaks & Hoagies
Platters

The Private Eye
By A.M. SALAS

OJ The Grizzly
While in Myrin the other day, I
picked up a copy of National
Review. It's the most recent issue,
the annual "Campus Issue", dated
September 26. Despite my opinions
about the political slant of NR, (a
little to the right of Atilla the Hun)
I admire the writing in it, which is
almost uniformly excellent. The

issue was triply enticing because of
its focus on College and University
trends, the promise of readable
journalism, and the words "Wimp
Wars: Sensitivity vs. Free Speech
on Campus" emblazoned across
the cover.
Filled with great expectations, I
sat down, checked the table of
contents for my article of choice,
which starts on page 28, and read.

PEAVEY AMPLIFIER FOR SALE
106 watts, 2 channels, 2 equalizers with automix.
Mint Condition $310.
Also Les Paul copy guitar-good condition.
2 dual band pickups with hardshell case- $125.
Call Matt at 489-6448 (Reimert 106-C)

~
COMMONWEALTH
FEDERAL.

Totally
FREE
CHECKING! !
No·"Minimum Balance!
No Service Charge!
No Kidding!

Plus, A FREE Gift, Too!

Cristen Renken
Manager
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expression than interested in offending homosexuals, put the same
poster on his door. He was charged
with sexual-harassment, thrown off
campus, told he couldn't join in
the graduation ceremonies, and
warned that if he didn't publicly
apologize for his offensiveness, he
wouldn't get his degree.
Wonderful. What year is this?
What planet is this? Lest you think
that this is an isolated little incident,
the article continues, citing: the
beating of a campus minister at
U.C. San Diego, who held up a
placard in support of President
Botha's actions in South Africa,
the disruption, by Harvard students,
of a speech by a spokesman for the
Contras, an incident involving a
Freshman at Brown who had been
taught that homosexuality is not
normal and was berated by her
advisor for expressing this opinion.
It was O.K. for her to have these
opinions, but offensive of her to
express them.
Why do people go to college?
Isn't it supposed to be a place
where you express opinions and
learn to evaluate truths? Come on.
Freedom of expression isn't supposed to go only to those who
think "correctly". Its supposedly a
right we all share, and if we choose
to believe in White Supremecy, or
the sUbjugation of Jews, or any
number of things which the majority
consider heinous and wrong, that
is within our rights.
Frankly, I have only sympathy
for the problems homosexuals are
having now, particularly in the
light of the public backlash against
AIDS, but it is wrong to abridge
someone's right of self-expression
out of sympathy for another party.
I would much rather know exactly
what a person's mindset is on any
given issue, if only so that I can
avoid that person. I view the blatant
male chauvinist pig or bigot with
less disdain than the insidious one.

See Private Pl2

CLASSIFIED
HELP WANTED
Part time/full time waiters
and waitresses for banquet
and parties. Local students
preferred. Apply in person
at Snnnybrook, East High
Street, Pottstown.

•••••••••••••••••••••••
COMING OCTOBER 11
CAMPUS HOMECOMING RUN
Sponsored by Bear Pack
Alumni
5 Mile Run
Through Scenic Collegeville
$3 Entrance Fee
For Students
Complimentary T·Shirt
Sign Up Now At The
Alumni Office, Corson Hall

•••••••••••••••••••••••
Empty nest syndrome? Parents
lonely since you left home? Give
them a Golden Retriever puppy
for Halloween. AKC purebred, all
shots, Mother and Father on
premises. $250. No Chinese rest·
aurants need apply. Ext. 2444

Applicants are now being inter·
viewed for both wfekda y and
weekend classes for th'F next Docent
training course whicH will begin in
October and continue once a week
until the end of March.
Docents assist Zoo staff in observing
animals and recording valuable data
on courting behaviors, pregnancy,
and care of newborn animals. Do·
cents' main responsibilities are to
conduct Zoo tours and to staff
"Just Ask" stations through the
Zoo where visitors can see and
touch animal artifacts .
For more ijlformation on becom·
ing a Zoo guide, call the Docent
Office at 243·1100, ext. 317 between
9:30 am and noon.
U. OF RICHMOND
LA W SCHOOL INTERVIEWS
Ann Setien Gibbs, assistant dean
of the Richmond School of Law
will be on campus to interview
students interested - apply on
Monday, September 29, from 9 to
12 noon. Sign up for an appointment
in the Career Planning and Place·
ment Office (STudio Cottage).

WANTED BABYSITTER
Sit 21j2 yr. old. Occasional week·
PART· TIME JOB
ends, evenings in our Collegeville
Immediate part·time opening at
home. No car necessary. Generous local deli. Saturdays plus one or 2
rates. Call 489·0372.
afternoons/week. Apply in person.
SRF Deli.
HELP WANTED
3801 Ridge Pike, Collegeville
$60.00 PER HUNDRED PAID
489·4090
for rem ailing letters from home!
Send self·addressed, stamped
FOR SALE
envelope for information/applicat·
1981 Subaru Deluxe model. Red,
ion. Associates, Box 95·B, Roselle, sporty, excellent condition. Now
.;No;J;;..;;.0.;.;72;;,,;0;.;;3~._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ have company car. Priced to sell.
$3,800. Must see to appreciate.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING
Call 293·1623 evenings or 688·6403
Term papers, resumes, letters, etc. days.
Spelling, grammar, included. Call
--T-U-T-O-R-I-A-L-P-R-O-J-E-C-T-Laurie at 539-5548.
The Ursinus Tutorial Project is
underway again for its 5th year.
HELP WANTED
Mr. Fegely, initiator ofthe project,
Aid for the Elderly.
.will continue to act as project
Private Duty
coordinator.
Flexible Schedule
College students interested in
$5.25 per hour
Call 646·2273 12·2 pm
tutoring junior and senior high
school students are asked to sign in
TYPING·WORD PROCESSING
with Mrs. Hively in Studio Cottage.
Reports·Resumes·Statistics
As calls come in from three of the
Transcription Service
cooperating school districts, students
Call Arlene at 489·3523.
are assigned. For your services,
you receive a fee of six dollars per
RESEARCH GRANTS
1986 DIRECTORY
hour. All tutoring is done at your
The 1986 Directory of Research convenience.
Grants is now available in the
The college acts only as a "clearing
Development Office for faculty use. house." All arrangements are beGrants are listed by title, subject,
and sponsoring organization. For tween the tutor and tutorees. As of
more information, contact Claire this writing 22 students are registered
to tutor. Last year sixty-two college
Lambert, ext. 2377.
students tutored seventy-four stuTRAINING CLASSES
dents in a variety of subjects,
BEGIN AT ZOO
including the sciences, foreign langDo you have a fascination with
flamingoes? Are you zealous over uages, mathematics and assorted
zebras? Do you have an affinity for SUbjects.
animals? If so, the Philadelphia
Zoo is offering an opportunity for
you to become a member of an
important species, the Zoo guide
or Docent.

•••••••••
•••••••••
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THE COLOR
PURPLE

See schedule
for complete details

Wismer Auditorium

Its about
life.
Its about
love.
Its about

9:00 pm

Tonight and Saturday

us.

~

~11J

........ };-::~"~~"~~ ~

AN EVENING AT THE UNION
7:00 pm

PRIZZI'S HONOR

College Union Lounge

Featuring a sampling of
desserts from different cultures

7:00 pm and Midnight on
Friday & Saturday

and entertainment by
"The Rainbow Collection".

9:00 pm Sunday thru Thursday

.~~!.-~

College Union Lounge

Parents and students welcome!!

FORUM

Tuesday Sept. 30th

Dr. Carolyn Richards
on Women & the Chilean Tragedy: Sweet Country & Beyond
7:30 pm Wismer Auditorium

Education Moves

collegiate crossword

By KEVIN ADAMS

41 " ... not with ACROSS
but a whimper ,"
1 Where one m1gnt
43 Return on investstudy Andy Warhol's
ment (abbr.)
works (3 wds.)
44 Pondered
12 Enrollment Into
4S Belon91n9 to Mr.

college

25 Prosperals servant

Starr

14 "Calculus Made SimpIe, " e .9. (2 wds.)
16 Evaluate
17 Extremely small
lB Follows a recipe
direction
19 Belonging to Mr .
Paclno
22 Of land measure
23 Meets. poker bet
24 Gay (WW 11
plane)
26 Caprio e.g.
27 Belonging to Mayor
Koch
28 Irritate or
embitter
30 Train for a boxing
match
31 ana the
Belmonts
32 Processions
35 Dlet supplement
(abbr.)

47 Part of the c1a551fleds (2 wds.)
48 Possible place to
study abroad (2 wds)
S2 Small school in Canton, Ohio (2 wds .)
S3 Orson Welles film
classic (2 wds.)

38 !~~t~~~~o~~~~~~lan
39 College In Gr-eenville, Pa.
40 The Venerable -

\3 W~~~~lster key
14 En (as a whole)
15 Auto rac1ng son of
Rlchard

DOWN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

19 Political disorder
20 elt. (footnote
abbrevlalton)
21 Trayeled on a
flexible Flyer
24 Glorify

Those who are duped
"00 unto .....
Fourth estate
Goa 1s
Well-known record
label
Well-known king
151 to Caesar
Prefix meaning milk
Confused (2 wds.)
husky
Most ;mnedhte
Like a sailboat

in "The Tempest"
2B Well-known goyernment agency
29 American league
team (abbr.)
30 Fictional hypnotist
32 Style exemplified
by Picasso
33 "She's _
.. . tt
(from " FlasMance")
34 Be unwell
3S Visible trace
36 Think
37 Woman's undergarment
38 Conmit - - k i d
40 burner
42 ..... for if 1 away ... "
44 Actress Gibbs
46 African antelope
47 Well-known TV bandleader
49 Plnce-SO

\;~~g~~~!. tr.~

Station Zebra"
51 1965 film, " $ Express"

Private from
It's everyone's right to make an ass
of his or herself.
Something is going wrong in
this country in general, and in
colleges, specifically, wh~n freedom
of self-expression is compromised
in favor of "tolerance". What a
bizzarre form of tolerance. And
how safe are we here at Ursinus?
Would we tolerate the presence of
a student of prof. who expressed
the opinion that blacks are shiftless,
or that Italians are only good for
making pizza? What if their comments were loud, uncouth, and
expressed in derogatory terms, like
"Wop"?
Maybe Orwell's predictions are
catching up with us.

The Offices of Professors of
Education, Dr. Dungan and Dr.
O'Brien, will soon be located in
the basement of Bomberger Hall.
The move is precipitated by a lack
of space.
Before, The Career Planning
and Placement Office and the Education Department were run under
one head; but now, they are separate
departments. Since both departments have grown so much over
the past few years, the Studio
Cottage and its occupants are,
"just too cramped to be working at
maximum efficiency," says Dr.
O'Brien, Chairman of Education.
He also explained the need to be
closer to the other departments.
The new conditions in the
Bomberger basement should suit
the Education Department quite
well. The center includes new research area ,offices, and people to

help the Education Department.
In addition, the renovated Ship
Room provides much more room
to move around. Other areas in
Bomberger basement will be taken
over by History and EcBa, and
there will be special facilities for
Mr. Brenker's office.
Although the plan for Bomberger
basement has fallen behind schedule, Fred Klee, Director of Maintenance, expects the job to be
completed in approximately one
month.
Dr. O'Brien, Dr. Dungan, and
Mrs. Sue Calvin, Secretary ofEducation, are all looking forward to
the move, and what they will be
able to do with the new' facilities.
Studio Cottage will still house
The Office of Student Life, The
Career Planning and Placeme'nt
Center, and The Counseling Center
run by Mrs. Beverly Oehlert, and
the Campus Minister, Rev. Scott
Landis.

Small/rom P8
campaign includes a 3-year plan tO I
keep the department here at U rsinus
as up-to-date as possibleThe plan
includes the following:
1) increased and improved instruments and equipment
2) hiring new staff member(s),
particularly in the field of molecular
biology, a fast-growing field
3) modification of the current curriculum
4) increased student research, both.

in class labs and independently
The fourth part of the plan is
what's important to Dr. Small. He
would like to see "more active
participation of students in the
research area." A personal goal is
to see more Ursinus student involvement with the Pennsylvania
Academy of Science, which publishes in their journal only research
that has been presented to them by
a students wprking under a professor's guidance.
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